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We are looking for a new colleague to join our team within transfer pricing.
CORIT Advisory P/S is looking for a candidate to assist us in achieving our high ambitions
within the area of transfer pricing.
We are experiencing an increased demand for independent and high-quality transfer pricing
services. If you are interested in performing high-quality transfer pricing services as well as
actively participating in the further development of our service offering within transfer pricing,
you might be the person we are looking for.
We are looking for an ambitious team player, with at least a couple of years of experience
within transfer pricing. It is not a requirement but it is preferred if you have already or is on
the way to establishing a name in the market. We want you to participate in the further
development of our transfer pricing business. You must share our views on advisory services,
the value of technical capabilities, quality and collegiality.
This position should appeal to candidates:
- Who are thriving in informal surroundings in a small organization without bureaucracy
and restricting formalities.
- Who value an inspiring technical environment.
- Who see the benefits of working from a focused and independent platform.
- Who value independence and influence.
It is a requirement that the candidate is fluent in Danish as well as English.
About CORIT Advisory P/S
CORIT Advisory P/S is a boutique firm specializing in international tax. Our finest ambition is
to assist businesses address, manage and mitigate tax risks in a rapidly changing global
environment. We offer a unique combination of practical and applicable tax advisory services
with the knowledge and insight of academia.
Contact
If you are interested in the position please send your application and resumé at corit@corit.dk
or contact Jakob Bundgaard (+45 40422284) or Katja Dyppel Weber (+45 40422295)

CORIT ADVISORY P/S  LYNGBY HOVEDGADE 17, 2ND FLOOR  DK-2800 KONGENS
LYNGBY
 CVR.-NO.:34085307  PHONE: +45 40 42 22 84

